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HOW TO SET UP AN EMAIL SIGNATURE IN GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHBITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

Who do you think you are?

Let’s start with the basics: your name, your web site, your company, your phone number, your elevator pitch, your... well, all the things you’d put in a email signature. Of course, you can add a quote, too.

An email signature comprises a few lines of text placed at the bottom of outgoing mail. You can use this to share essential contact information and generally advertise both yourself and your business — in a very condensed form.
In Gmail, setting up a signature is easy.
SET UP AN EMAIL SIGNATURE IN GMAIL

To set up a signature automatically added to emails you compose in Gmail:
- Follow the Settings link in Gmail’s top right navigation menu.
- Go to General
- Under Signature ~ Type the desired signature in the text field
  - It’s best to keep your signature to about five lines of text
  - You don’t have to include the signature delimiter. Gmail inserts it automatically
  - To add formatting or an image, use the formatting bar
  - If you cannot see the formatting bar, start a new message using rich-text formatting
- Click Save Changes

Gmail will now insert the signature automatically when you compose a message. Of course, you can edit or remove it before clicking Send.

MOVE YOUR GMAIL SIGNATURE ABOVE QUOTED TEXT IN REPLIES

To have Gmail insert your signature right after your message and above the original message in replies:
- Select Settings from the top Gmail navigation bar.
- Go to the Labs category.
- Make sure Enabled is selected under Signature tweaks.
- Click Save changes.
- Go to the Signature Editor as outlined above and add the standard signature delimiter.

SET UP A SPECIAL SIGNATURE FOR MOBILE GMAIL
In the Gmail mobile web app, you can also set up a signature dedicated for use on the go.

HOW TO SEARCH MAIL IN GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

SEARCH, DON’T SORT?
Maybe you, like me, are good at collecting emails. The Archive button in Gmail is really good for that.

Fortunately, most of these archived emails are never to be seen or searched again. But others we need to get back to later.

Of course, you have discovered and tested the big Search Mail field that runs across Gmail’s top border. Usually, it works. Sometimes, however, the number of emails returned is just too large. Maybe add a further term or the name of the sender?

Yes, but do it smartly. Using some clever search operators, you can narrow your search significantly and precisely. You can search in the Subject line only, for example, or combine that with a date range, a particular sender, and exclude all messages with attachments.
Search Mail in Gmail

To find messages in Gmail:
- Type search terms in the Search Mail field.
  - You can go to Search Mail quickly by pressing `/`.

Use the following operators:
- **subject:** Search the Subject line.
  Example: "subject: bahamas" finds all messages with "bahamas" in the Subject.
- **from:** Search Gmail for sender name and email address. Partial addresses are okay.
  Examples: "from: heinz" finds all messages from "heinz@about.com", but also all messages from "your.heinz@tqn.com"; "from: me" finds all messages sent by yourself (using any address set up for use in Gmail).
- **to:** Search the To line for names and addresses.
  Example: "to: queryuiop@gmail.com" finds all messages sent directly (not via Cc or Bcc) to queryuiop@gmail.com.
- **cc:** Search recipients in the Cc field.
  Example: "cc: queryuiop@gmail.com" finds all messages that were sent to queryuiop@gmail.com as a carbon copy.
- **bcc:** Search Gmail for addresses and names in the Bcc field. Note this only works with emails you sent to Bcc recipients from Gmail.
  Example: "bcc: heinz" finds all messages that you sent with, for example, "hein@example.com" in the Bcc field.
- **label:** Search Gmail for messages assigned a label. (Replace whitespace characters in label names with hyphens.)
  Example: "label: toodoo-doll" finds all messages labeled "toodoo doll".
- **is:starred** - Search Gmail for messages that are starred.
- **Further stars:**
  - **has: yellow-star** - Search Gmail for messages with a yellow star.
  - **has: red-star** - Search Gmail for messages with a red star.
  - **has: orange-star** - Search Gmail for messages with an orange star.
  - **has: green-star** - Search Gmail for messages with a green star.
  - **has: blue-star** - Search Gmail for messages with a blue star.
  - **has: purple-star** - Search Gmail for messages with a purple star.
  - **has: yellow-bang** - Search Gmail for messages with a yellow exclamation mark.
  - **has: red-bang** - Search Gmail for messages with a red exclamation mark.
  - **has: purple-question** - Search Gmail for messages with a purple question mark.
  - **has: orange-guillemet** - Search Gmail for messages with two orange forward arrows.
  - **has: blue-info** - Search Gmail for messages with a blue I.
- **is:unread** - Search Gmail for new and unread messages.
- **is:read** - Search Gmail for messages that have already been opened.
- **is:important** - Search Gmail for messages that are marked important for Priority Inbox.
- **has:attachment** - Search Gmail for messages that have files attached to them.
- **filename:** - Search within file names of attachments. You can also search for file name extensions to restrict your search to certain file types.
  Example: "filename:.doc" finds all messages with word processing attachments.
- **is: buzz** - Search Gmail for Google Buzz posts.
- **is: chat** - Search Gmail for chat logs.
- **lang:** - Search Gmail for messages in a particular language. (Specify the language in English; "Chinese" works, but "中文", "Putonghua" or "Mandarin" do not, for example.)
  Example: "lang: French" returns all emails that contain at least un peu de Français.
• IN: SEARCH IN A STANDARD "FOLDER". YOU CAN SEARCH IN DRAFTS, INBOX, CHATS, SENT, SPAM, TRASH AND ANYWHERE (FOR EVERYTHING, INCLUDING SPAM AND TRASH). EXAMPLE: "IN:DRAFTS" FINDS ALL MESSAGES IN YOUR DRAFTS FOLDER.
• AFTER: SEARCH FOR MESSAGES SENT ON OR AFTER A DATE. THE DATE MUST BE GIVEN IN YYYY/MM/DD FORMAT. EXAMPLE: "AFTER:2005/05/05" FINDS ALL MESSAGES SENT OR RECEIVED ON OR AFTER (I.E. INCLUDING) MAY 5, 2005.
• BEFORE: SEARCH GMAIL FOR MESSAGES SENT BEFORE A DATE. EXAMPLE: "BEFORE:2005/05/05" FINDS ALL MESSAGES SENT OR RECEIVED ON MAY 4, 2005 AND EARLIER.
• RFC822MSGID: SEARCH FOR THE MESSAGE WITH THE — JUST ABOUT CERTAINLY UNIQUE — MESSAGE ID. GMAIL WILL NOT SEARCH FOR MESSAGES THAT REFER TO THE MESSAGE ID (REPLIES, FOR EXAMPLE). EXAMPLE: "RFC822MSGID:WW28FB6UF@MAIL.EXAMPLE.COM" FINDS THE MESSAGE WITH "WW28FB6UF@MAIL.EXAMPLE.COM" IN THE "MESSAGE-ID:" HEADER FIELD.

OPERATORS AND SEARCH TERMS CAN BE COMBINED WITH THE FOLLOWING MODIFIERS:
• BY DEFAULT, GMAIL COMBINES TERMS WITH (AN INVISIBLE) "AND". EXAMPLES: "SHEPHERD MACARONI" FINDS ALL MESSAGES THAT CONTAIN BOTH "SHEPHERD" AND "MACARONI"; "BEFORE:2005/05/05 AND AFTER:2005/05/04" FINDS ALL MESSAGES SENT OR RECEIVED ON MAY 4, 2005.
• "" - SEARCH FOR A PHRASE. CASE DOES NOT MATTER. EXAMPLES: "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI" FINDS ALL MESSAGES CONTAINING THE PHRASE "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI"; 'SUBJECT: "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI' FINDS ALL MESSAGES THAT HAVE "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI" IN THE SUBJECT FIELD.
• OR - SEARCH GMAIL FOR MESSAGES CONTAINING AT LEAST ONE OF TWO TERMS OR EXPRESSIONS. EXAMPLES: "SHEPHERD OR MACARONI" FINDS MESSAGES THAT CONTAIN EITHER "SHEPHERD" OR "MACARONI" OR BOTH; "FROM: HEINZ OR LABEL: TOODOO-DOLL" FINDS MESSAGES THAT EITHER COME FROM A SENDER THAT CONTAINS "EMAIL.GUIDE" OR APPEAR UNDER THE LABEL "TOODOO DOLL".
• - - SEARCH GMAIL FOR MESSAGES THAT DO NOT CONTAIN A TERM OR EXPRESSION. EXAMPLES: "-MACARONI" FINDS ALL MESSAGES THAT DO NOT CONTAIN THE WORD "MACARONI"; "SHEPHERD -MACARONI" FINDS ALL MESSAGES THAT CONTAIN THE WORD "SHEPHERD" BUT NOT "MACARONI"; 'SUBJECT: "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI" -FROM: HEINZ' FINDS ALL MESSAGES WITH "SHEPHERD'S MACARONI" IN THE SUBJECT THAT WERE NOT SENT FROM AN EMAIL ADDRESS OR NAME CONTAINING "HEINZ".
• () - GROUP SEARCH TERMS OR EXPRESSIONS. EXAMPLES: "SUBJECT: (SHEPHERD MACARONI)" FINDS MESSAGES THAT HAVE BOTH "SHEPHERD" AND "MACARONI" SOMEWHERE IN THE SUBJECT LINE (BUT NOT NECESSARILY AS A PHRASE); "FROM: HEINZ (SUBJECT: (SHEPHERD OR MACARONI) OR LABEL: TOODOO-DOLL)" FINDS ALL MESSAGES FROM A SENDER WHO HAS "EMAIL.GUIDE" IN THEIR NAME THAT EITHER HAVE "SHEPHERD" OR "MACARONI" (OR BOTH) IN THE SUBJECT LINE OR APPEAR UNDER THE LABEL "TOODOO DOLL".

SAVED SEARCHES
YOU CAN ALSO BOOKMARK GMAIL SEARCHES EASILY FOR LATER REPETITION.

HOW TO CHANGE FONT FACE, SIZE, COLOR AND BACKGROUND COLOR IN GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE
A LOVE LETTER — IN BLACK?

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS — SO SMALL?

THE FINE PRINT — SO LARGE?

Clearly, we need colors and font sizes for writing emails in GMail. How about throwing in custom fonts (some at least) and background colors for highlight, too?

CHANGE FONT FACE, SIZE, COLOR AND BACKGROUND COLOR IN GMAIL

To use a custom font, change the font size or color, or add a highlighting background color when composing in GMail:

- Make sure the rich-text formatting toolbar is available.
- If you see a Rich formatting » link just above the message composition area, click it.
- Highlight existing text to apply formatting or set it before typing.
- Click the Font button to choose a custom font.
- Use the Size button to pick a font size, from Small to Huge.
- Click Text Color to select a font color.
- Use Highlight Color to apply a background color.

If you prefer a particular text style, you can make it the default for new messages in GMail.

HOW TO ADD BCC RECIPIENTS IN GMAIL

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

While every recipient can see the To: line of an email you sent in GMail, you can also deliver a message to multiple recipients with their email addresses hidden to all others. Bcc, blind carbon copy, does the magic. The Bcc: field works just like the To: field when you address a message in GMail, you just have to show it before you can use it.

ADD BCC RECIPIENTS IN GMAIL

To add Bcc recipients to messages in GMail:

- Select Compose from the left GMail navigation bar.
- Type the primary recipient in the To: line.
- To hide the addresses of all recipients, you can also leave the To: field blank or enter your own GMail address.
- Click Add Bcc.
- Enter all the recipients’ email addresses in the Bcc: field.
- Click Bcc: to select contacts from your address book.
- Continue editing your message and eventually click Send.
HOW TO CREATE LABELS AS AND WHEN YOU NEED THEM IN GMAIL

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

Labels you apply to messages are the flexible GMail equivalent to folders you put messages into. You can assign existing labels to emails easily, of course. But have you ever gotten an email and thought "Zest, that's a billion rupees idea! The first I got. Let's... label... it"?

For this and similar cases, GMail has a handy shortcut down its More Actions ... menu. You can create a new label on the spot.

CREATE LABELS AS AND WHEN YOU NEED THEM IN GMAIL

To create new labels in GMail just as you need them:
- Click the Labels drop-down menu with the message or messages you want to label checked or open.
- Select Create new.
- Type the desired label name under Please enter a new label name:.
- Click OK.

HOW TO ORGANIZE AND CATEGORIZE MESSAGES WITH LABELS IN GMAIL

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

GMail does not let you put messages in custom folders. Alarm and scandal! Urgency and egregiosity!

What looks like a limitation is an advantage, however. GMail has a flexible alternative to folders: labels. Each label operates like a folder. You can "open" the label and see all the messages "in" it. So far, so good.

ARE GMAIL LABELS BETTER THAN FOLDERS?

What makes GMail's labels better than folders is that you can "put" any message in any number of folders. An email can belong to the "most urgent" messages as well as to a particular project at work, for example. It can carry the "needs follow-up" and "family" labels at the same time, and you will find it under both labels.
ORGANIZE AND CATEGORIZE MESSAGES WITH LABELS IN GMAIL

TO CREATE A LABEL IN GMAIL:

- **Step by Step Screenshot Walkthrough**
  - Click more under the list of labels in your Gmail Inbox.
  - Select Create new label.
  - Type the desired label name.
  - Click OK.
- **Step 1**

  Select Settings from the top Gmail navigation bar.
  Go to labels.
  Type the desired name for the label under Create a new label.
  Click Create.

  Click the desired label to the left (or right) of the Gmail display.
  If the label is not visible:
  Click more below the list of labels.
  Now click the desired label.

  Check the message in the message list or open it.
  Click the Labels button.
  For even faster access, press L.
  Click the desired label.
  For faster action:
  Start typing the desired label's name until it is highlighted.
  Hit Enter.

TO OPEN A LABEL:

- **Step by Step Screenshot Walkthrough**
- Click the desired label to the left (or right) of the Gmail display.
- If the label is not visible:
  Click more below the list of labels.
  Now click the desired label.

You can also go to any label with a swift keyboard shortcut.

TO APPLY A LABEL TO A MESSAGE (SO THE MESSAGE SHOWS UP UNDER THE LABEL):

- Use dragging and dropping; or:
- **Step by Step Screenshot Walkthrough**
- Check the message in the message list or open it.
- Click the Labels button.
- For even faster access, press L.

  Click the desired label.
  For faster action:
  Start typing the name of the label you want to remove until it is highlighted.
  Hit Enter.
HOW TO SET UP AN ADDRESS BOOK GROUP FOR LIST MAILING IN GMAIL

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

Do you send emails to more than one recipient often? Are the recipients often the same?
You can turn these contacts into a group in GMail and address messages to all of them much easier and faster. Instead of entering the addressees individually, you just type the group name and let GMail do the rest.

SET UP AN ADDRESS BOOK GROUP FOR LIST MAILING IN GMAIL

To create a group for list mailing from existing contacts in GMail:
• Select Contacts from the left side navigation bar in GMail.
• Check all the contacts you want to add to the new list.
• Click the Add to group ... drop-down menu.
• Select New group ... from the menu.
  • To add the selected contacts to an existing group, select it instead.
  • Type the name by which you want the new address book group to go.
• Click OK.

Of course, you can also create an empty group:
• Select Contacts from the left navigation bar.
• Go to the Groups tab.
• Click Create Group.
• Type the desired name of the group under Group name:.
• Enter an initial set of members under Add contacts:.
  • You can add contacts already in your GMail address book but type fresh email addresses, too.
  • The latter will be added to your regular address book as well.

EDIT THE MEMBERS OF A GMail GROUP

To add new members to a group in GMail, proceed as above. To remove or edit members of a mailing list:
• Select Contacts from the left navigation bar.
• Select the group you want to edit.
• Check members, select Groups and make sure the current group is not checked to delete them from the group.
• Click on individual contacts to edit their details.

PICK A CONTACT'S Email Address FOR A GROUP

To have GMail use a contact's specific email address in a certain group:
• Select Contacts from the left navigation bar in GMail.
• Find and click the desired contact.
• For the desired group:
  • Click the down arrow next to the group's name.
  • Make sure the desired address is (or addresses are) checked.
How to Create a Google Calendar Event from a Message in Gmail

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

"Let's go ride the bike," the email said, "to the foot of the mountains, and continue hiking uphill next weekend IF the weather agrees with our plans."

It Takes Just a Few Clicks

"Sure," I thought. The weather was splendid. The bikes were ready. Only I had mistaken the next weekend for the weekend after the next weekend. (Then, the weather was fine, the bikes ready and everything wonderful.)

I really should have added the event to my Google Calendar — or any calendar. But adding it to Google Calendar is easiest from Gmail. All it takes are a few clicks. Gmail will even, at least usually, extract the correct time and location so data entry mishaps are less likely (on your end).

Create a Google Calendar Event from a Message in Gmail

To use the information in an email to create a Google Calendar event right from Gmail with all the essential data pre-filled:

- Open the email that contains the event information.
- Follow the Add to calendar link in the right column, next to the message’s text.
  - If you do not see an add to calendar link, Gmail has not recognized anything to schedule. You can still, on your own, turn the email into an event. See below.
- Enter any missing details and guests.
- Click Save Changes.
  - If you have added new guests' email addresses, decide whether you want to invite them by email.
- Close the event window.

To add an event from an email in which Gmail did not find event info to use automatically:

- Open the message.
- Click the More actions... drop-down menu.
- Select Create Event.
- Enter event details manually.
- Click Save Changes.
- Close the event window.
HOW TO HIDE AND SHOW LABELS IN GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

EVERY LABEL HAS ITS USE AND FUNCTION. AT THE SAME TIME, "REMOTE_PINERC", "TODos.mbox (Gmail)" AND "JUNK E-mail" ARE NOT THE ONLY LABELS YOU DON’T CARE TO SEE ALL THE TIME.

FORTUNATELY, HIDING LABELS IS A MATTER OF SWIFT HAND FLICKING IN GMAIL. YOU CAN EVEN HIDE LABELS PROVIDED BY GMAIL ITSELF, SUCH AS SPAM AND ALL MAIL.

HIDE AND SHOW LABELS IN GMAIL

TO HIDE A LABEL IN GMAIL:
• CLICK THE LABEL YOU WANT TO HIDE.
• HOLD THE MOUSE BUTTON WHILE DRAGGING THE LABEL TO THE MORE LINK BENEATH THE LIST OF VISIBLE LABELS.
• RELEASE THE MOUSE BUTTON.

GMAIL CAN ALSO HIDE LABELS THAT DO NOT CONTAIN UNREAD MESSAGES AUTOMATICALLY.

TO MAKE A HIDDEN LABEL VISIBLE IN GMAIL:
• CLICK MORE BELOW THE LABELS LIST.
• NOW CLICK THE DESIRED LABEL, HOLDING DOWN THE MOUSE BUTTON.
• DRAG THE LABEL TO THE INBOX LINK UNDER COMPOSE MAIL.
• LET GO OF THE MOUSE BUTTON.

HIDE PRESET GMAIL LABELS SUCH AS STARRED, DRAFTS, SENT, TRASH OR SPAM

TO HIDE SYSTEM LABELS IN GMAIL:
• CLICK MORE UNDER THE LIST OF LABELS IN YOUR GMAIL INBOX.
• NOW CLICK MANAGE LABELS.
• CLICK HIDE FOR ANY LABEL (EXCEPT INBOX) YOU DO NOT WANT TO BE VISIBLE ALL THE TIME.

HOW TO SEND A FILE ATTACHMENT WITH GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

IT’S FUN TO DO FOOLISHLY — SAY, TO RE-CREATE A FILE YOU HAVE ON YOUR COMPUTER IN AN EMAIL’S BODY —, OF COURSE; BUT NOT EVERY TIME.

IT’S FUN TO WORK EFFICIENTLY, TOO — SAY, TO ATTACH THAT FILE FROM YOUR COMPUTER AND SEND IT COMFORTABLY IN GMAIL. SENDING MULTIPLE FILES IS JUST AS EASY, AND IT WORKS WITH DOCUMENTS YOU CANNOT EASILY RE-CREATE IN AN EMAIL (VIDEOS, IMAGES, SPREAD SHEETS,...) AS WELL.

SEND A FILE ATTACHMENT WITH GMAIL

TO ATTACH A FILE OR MORE TO AN EMAIL YOU SEND FROM GMAIL:
• CLICK ATTACH A FILE WHILE COMPOSING A MESSAGE IN GMAIL. (IF YOU DO NOT SEE ATTACH A FILE, CONTINUE WITH CLICKING BROWSE OR CHOOSE FILE BELOW.)
• IF A FILE SELECTION DIALOG PUPS UP:
• Highlight all the files you want to send.
• Use the Ctrl (Windows, Linux) or Command key to highlight multiple files.
• Use the Shift key to highlight a range.
• Click Select.
• If you do not get an instant file selector:
  • Click Browse… or Choose File.
  • Locate the desired document and double-click it.
• Click Attach another file or Attach More Files to add another document to your email.
• Note that Gmail can send files up to 25 MB big. For larger files, or if the recipient’s email service does not allow for files that big, you can use a file sending service instead.

To add a file to a Gmail email message as an attachment using dragging and dropping:
• Start with a new message.
• Locate the file or files you want to upload in your file browser (Windows Explorer, e.g., or Finder).
• Click the file or files with the left mouse button and, keeping the button pressed, drag over the browser window with the email you are composing.
• Drag the file or files to the area that lights up with the message Drop files here.
• If you do not see such an area, your browser does not support drag-and-drop attachments. See above for attaching files in Gmail.
• Release the mouse button.

Remove a File from a Message You Are Sending

To cancel an attachment you have added to a message:
• Click remove next to the undesired file or
• Make sure the box preceding it is not checked (if the file has already been uploaded).

Have Gmail Remind You About Attaching Promised Files
With the right words, Gmail can remind you to attach promised files.

How to Block a Sender in Gmail
By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

With a simple filter, Gmail can send all incoming mail from your favorite forwarders to the Trash folder as it arrives. As an alternative, you can archive these messages and equip the with a label for later review.

To have Gmail send messages from a specific sender to the Trash automatically:
• Follow the Create a filter link (at the top of any Gmail mailbox, near the search buttons).
• Type the desired email address under From:
  o You can block an entire domain by entering just that. To block all mail from both natsuko@example.com and pjotr@example.com, type "@example.com".
  o To block more than one address, separate them with "|" (the vertical bar; typically above the backslash on the keyboard; not including the quotation marks). You can block both natsuko@example.com and pjotr@example.com by typing "NATSUKO@example.com|PJOTR@example.com" , for example.
• Click Next Step ».
• Make sure Delete it is checked under Choose action.
• Click Create Filter.
CHECK ALSO APPLY FILTER TO ___ CONVERSATIONS BELOW TO DELETE PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED MESSAGES.

To archive and label instead of delete messages, choose Skip the Inbox (Archive it) and apply the label: under Choose action when setting up the filter.

HOW TO INSERT AN IMAGE INLINE IN GMAIL

BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

You can describe the look on your friend’s face as she got your birthday present with words for paragraphs on end, but wouldn’t it be nice to show a picture, too?

Now that you have the image attached in Gmail, wouldn’t it be even nicer to put that picture right in the body of your email alongside the imaginative description?

INSERT AN IMAGE INLINE IN GMAIL

To add an inline image to an email you are composing in Gmail:

- Make sure rich text editing is turned on in the Gmail message you are composing and insert images is enabled.
  - If you see a Rich formatting » link above your message’s text editor, click it.
  - See below for turning on image insertion.
- Drag and drop the image from its folder to the desired position in the message.
  - In Google Chrome, you can also paste the image at the desired location in the email from the clipboard using Control-V (Windows, Linux) or Command-V (Mac).
- To use an image you found on the web, or to upload from your computer if dragging and dropping does not work:
  - Position the text cursor where you want the image to appear.
  - Click the Insert Image button in the message’s formatting toolbar.
- To upload an image from your computer:
  - Make sure My Computer is selected.
  - Click Choose File and open the desired graphic.
  - You can click Choose File again to add another image while others are already uploading in the background.
  - Make sure the desired image is highlighted.
- To use an image located on the web:
  - Make sure Web address (URL) is selected.
  - Enter the image’s URL under Image URL.
- Click Add Image.

Images you have uploaded from your computer remain available in the Insert Image dialog while you compose the message (but not for other emails). After insertion, you can resize and move images easily.

Enable Image Insertion in Gmail

To turn on Gmail’s Insert Image button:

- Follow the Settings link in Gmail.
- Go to the Labs tab.
- Make sure Enable is selected for Inserting images.
- Click Save Changes.
INSERT AN IMAGE INLINE IN GMAIL WITHOUT INSERT IMAGES ENABLED

TO INSERT AN IMAGE FOUND ON THE WEB FAST IN ANY GMAIL MESSAGE:

- MAKE SURE THE IMAGE IS LOCATED AT A WEB SERVER.
- THAT MEANS YOU CAN OPEN THE IMAGE IN YOUR BROWSER AND HAVE AN ADDRESS LINE THAT STARTS WITH "HTTP".
- YOU CAN UPLOAD THE IMAGE TO YOUR WEB HOST OR USE A GRAPHIC YOU FOUND ON THE WEB (WHICH YOU CAN USE WITHOUT VIOLATING ANY TERMS).
- IF YOU DON’T HAVE A WEB SITE, TURN TO A FREE IMAGE HOSTING SERVICE INSTEAD.
- IF THE IMAGE IS LARGER THAN SOME 640X640 PIXELS, CONSIDER SHRINKING IT TO MORE HANDY PROPORTIONS BEFORE YOU PUT IT ONLINE.
- LOCATE THE IMAGE ON THE WEB SITE OR OPEN IT DIRECTLY IN YOUR BROWSER.
- IF THE IMAGE APPEARS ON A PAGE TOGETHER WITH OTHER ITEMS:
  - CLICK ON THE IMAGE WITH THE RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON.
  - SELECT VIEW IMAGE FROM THE MENU.
  - HIT CTRL-A (WINDOWS, LINUX) OR COMMAND-A TO HIGHLIGHT THE IMAGE.
  - HIT CTRL-C (WINDOWS, LINUX) OR COMMAND-C.
- MAKE SURE RICH TEXT EDITING IS TURNED ON IN THE GMAIL MESSAGE YOU ARE COMPOSING.
  - IF YOU CAN SEE A RICH FORMATTING » LINK ABOVE THE EDITING AREA, CLICK IT.
- POSITION THE CURSOR IN THE GMAIL MESSAGE WHERE YOU WANT THE IMAGE TO APPEAR.
  - HIT CTRL-V (WINDOWS, LINUX) OR COMMAND-V.
  - IF YOU USE AN IMAGE UPLOADED TO A FREE IMAGE HOSTING SERVICE:
    - CLICK ON THE IMAGE.
    - NOW CLICK THE LINK BUTTON IN THE RICH-TEXT FORMATTING TOOLBAR.
    - COPY AND PASTE THE IMAGE’S PAGE ADDRESS AT THE FREE IMAGE HOSTING SERVICE UNDER TO WHAT URL SHOULD THIS LINK GO? IF YOU UPLOADED THE IMAGE TO IMAGESHACK, FOR EXAMPLE, YOU COULD LINK TO "HTTP://IMG.IMAGESHACK.US/IMG.jpg?image=example.jpg".
  - CLICK OK.
- CONTINUE COMPOSING THE MESSAGE.

IF INSERTING AN INLINE IMAGE DOES NOT WORK IN YOUR BROWSER, TRY IN MOZILLA FIREFOX OR GOOGLE CHROME.

ATTACHMENT TYPES SUPPORTED FOR VIEWING AS HTML IN GMAIL WORD DOCUMENTS, OPENOFFICE.ORG SPREADSHEETS AND POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS: THEY ARRIVE IN EMAILS FROM HERE AND THERE, AND WE USED TO HAVE VIEWERS FOR ALL OF THEM, TOO.

NOW THE VIEWER’S LIVE MOSTLY DORMANT, AND EXCURSIONS WITH WIRELESS ACCESS TO OUR GMAIL ACCOUNTS USING DEVICES THAT KNOW NEITHER POWERPOINT NOR PDF CANNOT SCARE US. GMAIL TURNS THESE ATTACHMENTS INTO WEB PAGES THAT CAN BE VIEWED COMFORTABLY AND FAST FROM ANYWHERE WITH JUST A BROWSER.

LACKING ANY OF THESE OFFICE PROGRAMS, YOU CAN EVEN FORWARD MAIL TO GMAIL TO TAKE A GLIMPSE AT DOCUMENTS YOU COULD NOT OTHERWISE OPEN. BUT WHAT ARE THE FILE TYPES SUPPORTED BY GMAIL’S INSTANT VIEW AS HTML ATTACHMENT VIEWER?

ATTACHMENT TYPES SUPPORTED FOR VIEWING AS HTML IN GMAIL

- .doc - MICROSOFT WORD DOCUMENTS
- .xls - MICROSOFT EXCEL SPREAD SHEETS
- .ppt - MICROSOFT PowerPoint PRESENTATIONS
- .sxw - OPENOFFICE 1 / STAROFFICE 6/7 DOCUMENTS
- .sxc - OPENOFFICE 1 / STAROFFICE 6/7 SPREAD SHEETS
- .sxi - OPENOFFICE 1 / STAROFFICE 6/7 PRESENTATIONS
- .sdw - STARWRITER DOCUMENTS
HOW TO ACCESS GMAIL WITH OUTLOOK

BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

YOU LIKE YOUR EMAIL TO BE WHERE YOUR CALENDAR IS AND YOUR TO-DO LIST, TOO? OUTLOOK IS YOUR CALENDAR, AND YOU DO ALREADY ACCESS WORK EMAIL IN IT? YOU FANCY GETTING YOUR GMAIL MESSAGES IN IT?

FORTUNATELY, SETTING UP A GMAIL ACCOUNT IS EASY IN OUTLOOK. INCOMING MESSAGES CAN STILL BE ARCHIVED AND ACCESSED VIA THE GMAIL WEB INTERFACE, OF COURSE, AND OUTGOING MAIL IS AUTOMATICALLY STORED THERE AS WELL.

ACCESS GMAIL WITH OUTLOOK USING IMAP

TO SET UP SEAMLESS ACCESS TO ALL YOUR GMAIL MAIL AND LABELS IN OUTLOOK 2007 (YOU CAN ALSO ACCESS GMAIL WITH OUTLOOK 2002 OR 2003):

• MAKE SURE IMAP ACCESS IS ENABLED IN GMAIL.
• SELECT TOOLS | ACCOUNT SETTINGS... FROM THE MENU IN OUTLOOK.
• GO TO THE E-MAIL TAB.
• CLICK NEW....
• MAKE SURE MICROSOFT EXCHANGE, POP3, IMAP, OR HTTPs SELECTED.
• CLICK NEXT >.
• TYPE YOUR NAME (WHAT YOU WANT TO APPEAR IN THE FROM: LINE OF MESSAGES YOU SEND) UNDER YOUR NAME:.
• ENTER YOUR FULL GMAIL ADDRESS UNDER E-MAIL ADDRESS:.
  • MAKE SURE YOU INCLUDE "@GMAIL.COM". IF YOUR GMAIL ACCOUNT NAME IS "ASDF.ASDF", MAKE SURE YOU TYPE "ASDF.ASDF@GMAIL.COM" (NOT INCLUDING THE QUOTATION MARKS), FOR EXAMPLE.
• MAKE SURE MANUALLY CONFIGURE SERVER SETTINGS OR ADDITIONAL SERVER TYPES IS CHECKED.
• CLICK NEXT >.
• MAKE SURE INTERNET E-MAIL IS SELECTED.
• CLICK NEXT >.
• SELECT IMAP UNDER ACCOUNT TYPE:.
• TYPE "IMAP.GMAIL.COM" UNDER INCOMING MAIL SERVER:.
• ENTER "SMTP.GMAIL.COM" UNDER OUTGOING MAIL SERVER (SMTP):.
• TYPE YOUR GMAIL ACCOUNT NAME UNDER USER NAME:.
  • IF YOUR GMAIL ADDRESS IS "ASDF.ASDF@GMAIL.COM", FOR EXAMPLE, TYPE "ASDF.ASDF".
• TYPE YOUR GMAIL PASSWORD UNDER PASSWORD:.
• CLICK MORE SETTINGS ....
• GO TO THE OUTGOING SERVER TAB.
• MAKE SURE MY OUTGOING SERVER (SMTP) REQUIRES AUTHENTICATION IS CHECKED.
• NOW GO TO THE ADVANCED TAB.
- Select SSL under Use the following type of encrypted connection: for both incoming server (IMAP) and outgoing server (SMTP). 
- Type "465" under server port numbers for outgoing server (SMTP). 
- Click OK. 
- Now click Next >. 
- Click Finish. 
- Click Close. 

Now you can elegantly mark mail as spam or apply Gmail labels right in Outlook, too.

To prevent Outlook from displaying duplicate items in the To-Do Bar (one from, say, your Gmail inbox, the other from all mail):

- » Step by Step Screenshot Walkthrough

- Make sure the To-Do Bar is visible in Outlook.
- Select View | To-Do Bar | Normal from the menu.
- Make sure the To-do bar's task list is enabled.
- Select View | To-Do Bar | Task List from the menu if it is not.
- Click in the task area in the To-Do Bar to make sure it is selected.
- Select View | Arrange By | Custom... from the menu.
- Click Filter....
- Go to the Advanced Tab.
- Click the Field drop-down menu under Define more criteria:
- Select In Folder from all mail fields.
- Enter "All Mail" (not including the quotation marks) under Value:
- Click Add To List.
- Click OK.
- Click OK again.

How to Access a Gmail Account in Mac OS X Mail

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

All of Both Worlds
If you use Gmail, you know how elegant it is — almost as elegant as Mac OS X Mail. How about combining the two?

Of course, you can have, for example, both the accessibility of Gmail and the speed of Mac OS X Mail; both the photo slide-shows of Mac OS X Mail and the search of Gmail; both the calendar integration of Gmail and the filters of Mac OS X Mail.

Access a Gmail Account in Mac OS X Mail Using IMAP

Now, to send and receive mail to and from a Gmail account in Mac OS X Mail:
- Make sure IMAP access is enabled in Gmail.
- Select Mail | Preferences... from the menu.
- Go to the Accounts Tab.
- Click the plus sign under the accounts list.
- Type your name under Full Name:
- Enter your Gmail address under Email Address:
- Now enter your Gmail password under Password:
- Make sure automatically set up account is not checked.
Click Continue.

Make sure IMAP is selected under Account Type:

Type "imap.gmail.com" (not including the quotation marks) under Incoming Mail Server:

Verify your Gmail account name (what precedes "@gmail.com" in your Gmail address) appears under User Name:

Click Continue.

Type "Gmail" under Description: for the Outgoing Mail Server.

Check Use Authentication is checked and that your Gmail account name appears under User Name:

Click Continue.

Verify the Account Summary reads like this:

- Account Description: Gmail
- Full Name: your name
- Email Address: your Gmail address
- User Name: your Gmail account name
- Incoming Mail Server: imap.gmail.com
- SSL: on
- Outgoing Mail Server: smtp.gmail.com
- SSL: on

Click Create.

Go to your newly set up Gmail account’s Mailbox Behaviors tab.

Check Store Junk messages on the server.

Make sure Never is selected under Delete junk messages when:

Now make sure Never is selected under Permanently erase deleted messages when:

Close the preferences window.

Go to GMAIL | [Gmail] | Drafts in the folder list.

Select Mailbox | Use This Mailbox For | Drafts from the menu.

Go to GMAIL | [Gmail] | Sent Mail.

Select Mailbox | Use This Mailbox For | Sent from the menu.

Go to GMAIL | [Gmail] | Trash.

Select Mailbox | Use This Mailbox For | Trash from the menu.

Go to GMAIL | [Gmail] | Spam.

Select Mailbox | Use This Mailbox For | Junk from the menu.

You can also star and label messages using IMAP Gmail in Mac OS X Mail.

Access a Gmail Account in Mac OS X Mail Using POP

- Make sure POP access is turned on for your Gmail account.
- Select Mail | Preferences... from the menu.
- Go to the Accounts tab.
- Click the plus sign under the accounts list.
- Type your name under Full Name:
- Enter your Gmail address under Email Address:
- Now enter your Gmail password under Password:
- Make sure Automatically set up account is checked.
- Click Create.
HOW TO ACCESS GMAIL IN IPHONE MAIL

BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

WITH SAFARI AND A SUPERB GMAIL WEB INTERFACE ON THE IPHONE, WHO NEEDS MAIL IN A SEPARATE APP? PEOPLE LIKE YOU, OF COURSE. PEOPLE WHO LIKE THE SPEED AND STYLE OF A DEDICATED EMAIL APPLICATION. PEOPLE WHO VALUE FOCUS AND FINESSE. FORTUNATELY, IT’S EASY TO SET UP ACCESS TO A GMAIL OR GOOGLE APPS EMAIL ACCOUNT IN IPHONE MAIL.

PUSH GMAIL IN IPHONE MAIL

IN ADDITION TO ADDING GMAIL AS AN IMAP OR POP ACCOUNT AS DESCRIBED BELOW, YOU CAN ALSO ADD GMAIL AS AN EXCHANGE ACCOUNT. THIS LETS GMAIL PUSH NEW MESSAGES TO IPHONE MAIL BUT ALSO WORKS FOR ONE ACCOUNT ONLY AND WILL REPLACE YOUR EXISTING EXCHANGE ACCOUNT.

ACCESS GMAIL IN IPHONE MAIL USING IMAP

TO SET UP IMAP ACCESS TO GMAIL IN IPHONE MAIL:
• »» STEP BY STEP SCREENSHOT WALKTHROUGH
• MAKE SURE IMAP ACCESS IS ENABLED IN GMAIL.
• TAP SETTINGS ON THE IPHONE HOME SCREEN.
• GO TO MAIL, CONTACTS, AND CALENDARS.
• TAP ADD ACCOUNT... UNDER ACCOUNTS.
• CHOOSE GOOGLE MAIL.
• ENTER your NAME UNDER NAME.
• TYPE your FULL GMAIL ADDRESS UNDER ADDRESS.
• ENTER your GMAIL PASSWORD UNDER PASSWORD.
• TYPE "GMAIL" UNDER DESCRIPTION (OR LEAVE IT SET TO THE DEFAULT, YOUR GMAIL ADDRESS).
• TAP SAVE.
• NOW TAP GMAIL (OR WHATEVER YOU NAMED THE ACCOUNT) UNDER ACCOUNTS.
• TAP ADVANCED.
• SELECT REMOVE UNDER DELETED MESSAGES.
• CHOOSE NEVER.
• PRESS THE HOME BUTTON.

IF YOU HAVE SET UP YOUR GMAIL ACCOUNT TO WORK WITH OTHER EMAIL ADDRESSES, YOU CAN USE THESE TO SEND FROM IPHONE MAIL, TOO. MOVING MESSAGES, YOU CAN ELEGANTLY MARK MESSAGES AS SPAM, APPLY LABELS AND MORE.

ACCESS GMAIL IN IPHONE MAIL USING POP

TO SET UP A GMAIL ACCOUNT IN IPHONE MAIL:
• MAKE SURE POP ACCESS IS ENABLED FOR YOUR GMAIL ACCOUNT.
• TAP SETTINGS ON THE IPHONE HOME SCREEN.
• GO TO MAIL.
• TAP ADD ACCOUNT... UNDER ACCOUNTS.
• CHOOSE GMAIL.
• TYPE your NAME UNDER NAME.
• ENTER your FULL GMAIL EMAIL ADDRESS UNDER ADDRESS.
• TYPE your GMAIL PASSWORD UNDER PASSWORD.
• TAP SAVE.
Avoid Getting Copies of Messages You Send from iPhone Mail

Note that you will get copies of all mail you send from iPhone Mail through your Gmail account. It is best to ignore and delete these. You can try disabling Gmail’s "recent" mode to avoid getting these copies, but this option is best used only when you don’t access your Gmail account from another email program or mobile device at the same time.

Access a Google Apps Gmail Account in iPhone Mail

To set up a Google Apps email account in iPhone Mail — or a Gmail account that does not work with the default setup and settings:

- Make sure POP access is enabled for your Google Apps or Gmail email account.
- Tap Settings on the iPhone Home screen.
- Go to Mail.
- Tap Add Account... under Accounts.
- Tap Other.
- Make sure POP is selected.
- Type your name under Name.
- Enter your full Gmail or Google Apps email address under Address.
- Type "Google Apps" under Description.
- Under Incoming Mail Server:
  - Enter "pop.gmail.com" under Host Name.
  - Now enter "recent:" followed by your full email address under User Name.
    - If your address is tex@example.com, for example, type "recent:tex@example.com".
  - Type your Gmail password under Password.
- Under Outgoing Mail Server (SMTP):
  - Enter "smtp.gmail.com" under Host Name.
  - Type your full email address under User Name.
  - Again, make sure you include your domain name.
  - Now type your Google Apps password under Password.
- Tap Save.

Access Gmail in iPhone Mail 1.x Using IMAP

To set up IMAP access to Gmail in iPhone Mail:

- Make sure IMAP access is enabled in Gmail.
- Tap Settings on the iPhone Home screen.
- Go to Mail.
- Tap Add Account... under Accounts.
- Tap Other.
  - In iPhone Mail 1.1.3 and later, you can choose Gmail and have your Gmail account configured automatically. Note, though, that deleting a message from the Inbox will then move it to the Gmail Trash instead of archiving it to All Mail. To archive a message in automatically configured Gmail, move it to the [Gmail]/All Mail folder.
  - Choose IMAP.
  - Enter your name under Name.
  - Type your full Gmail address under Address.
  - Enter "Gmail" under Description.
- Under Incoming Mail Server:
  - Enter "imap.gmail.com" under Host Name.
• Type your Gmail account name ("asdfgh", for example, if your Gmail address is "asdfgh@gmail.com") under User Name.
• Enter your Gmail password under Password.
• Under Outgoing Mail Server (SMTP):
  • Enter "smtp.gmail.com" under Host Name.
  • Type your Gmail account name under User Name.
  • Enter your Gmail password under Password.
• Tap Advanced.
• Select On the Server [(Gmail)/Drafts under Drafts Mailbox.
• Select Deleted Messages under Sent Mailbox.
• Select On the Server [(Gmail)/Trash under Deleted Mailbox.
• Make sure Incoming Uses SSL is ON.
• Make sure Outgoing Uses SSL is ON.
• Now check Password is selected under Authentication.
• Go back to your iPhone's home, saving the new account.

HOW TO CHANGE THE DEFAULT COMPOSE FONT FACE AND COLOR IN GMAIL
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

Why start in the black when you can have red right from the get-go? Why change the font size every time when you can write in larger type automatically? Why pick your favorite typeface from the list when Gmail can preset it for you?

If you compose rich text messages in Gmail and prefer to differ from Gmail's default formatting, you can make your favorites the default for new messages.

CHANGE THE DEFAULT COMPOSE FONT FACE AND COLOR IN GMAIL

To specify a default typeface, formatting and color for emails you compose in Gmail:
• Make sure Default Text Styling is enabled (see below).
• Follow the Settings link in Gmail.
• Go to the General tab.
• Use the Bold, Italic, Font, Size and Text Color buttons under Default text style to specify the desired formatting.
• Click the Remove Text Formatting to reset the font face and color to the default.
• Click Save Changes.

To enable Default Text Styling in Gmail:
• Select Settings in Gmail.
• Go to the Labs tab.
• Make sure Enable is selected for Default Text Styling.
• Click Save Changes.
How to Unsend an Email with GMail

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

Samw or samg?

Did I just send that message to Sam W.? Ouch...
It may not be too late yet. GMail can hold back delivering emails for some seconds after you have clicked Send. You can "unsend" an email and recover from false recipients, spelling mistakes and maybe forgotten attachments.

Unsend an Email with GMail

To take back an email shortly after you have sent it in GMail:

• Make sure Undo Send is enabled (see below).
• After having sent an email in GMail:
  • Click Cancel immediately,
  • click Undo when it appears or
  • press Z.
• Make any desired changes to the message, then send it again.

You have at least 5 seconds to unsend the email. To increase the time before the email gets delivered:

• Go to Settings in GMail.
• Pick the desired time to undo message delivery under Undo Send: Send cancellation period: ___ seconds.
• Click Save Changes.

While offline, you can avoid having emails sent — and unsend them — for even longer.

Enable Undo Send in GMail

To have GMail hold back delivery of sent messages for a few seconds so you can take them back:

• Follow the Settings link in GMail.
• Go to the Labs tab.
• Make sure Enable is selected for Undo Send.
• Click Save Changes.

How to Set Up and Use Email Templates in GMail

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

It the beginning, all the typing practice was good. We learned to type and type fast as lightning by keying in the same response some 20 times each day in GMail. Then we learned to copy and paste. It was awkward, and it was not much faster than typing; it worked, though, and felt much better.

Now we click. It's still the same canned reply, of course, but now GMail stores and inserts it.
SET UP AND USE EMAIL TEMPLATES IN Gmail

TO ENABLE MESSAGE TEMPLATES IN Gmail:
- Follow the Settings link in Gmail.
- Go to Labs.
- Make sure Enable is selected for Canned Responses.
- Click Save Changes.

SAVE A MESSAGE AS A TEMPLATE IN Gmail

TO SAVE AN EMAIL FOR FUTURE USE AS A TEMPLATE IN Gmail:
- Compose the message in Gmail.
  - Do leave the signature in place if you want it to appear in messages sent using the template.
  - You can leave both the Subject: and To: fields empty. They are not saved together with the template. (The subject, if you enter one, is suggested for the template name, though.)
- Click Canned responses (beneath the Subject line).
- Select New canned response... under Save.
- Type the desired name for your template.
- Click OK.

CREATE A NEW MESSAGE OR REPLY USING A TEMPLATE IN Gmail

TO SEND A CANNED MESSAGE OR REPLY:
- Start a new message or reply.
- Click Canned responses.
- Select the desired template under Open.
- If prompted to overwrite what you have already typed in your message (and if you indeed want to replace it with the boilerplate text), click OK.
- Make sure you fill the To: and Subject: fields.
- Edit the message as needed and click Send.

Note that Gmail will overwrite the entire message with your template. This includes any quoted text from the original email when you reply.

HAVE Gmail SEND THE CANNED REPLIES FOR YOU
Using message filters, you can make Gmail reply with a template automatically.

EDIT A MESSAGE TEMPLATE IN Gmail

TO CHANGE A TEMPLATE’S CONTENT:
- Start with a new message.
- Click Canned responses.
- Select the desired template under Open.
- Make the desired changes to the message.
- Click Canned responses again.
- Select the same template as before, but under Save.
- Click OK.
HOW TO ADD A PREVIEW PANE TO GMAIL

BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

DO YOU WANT TO SEE A LIST OF EMAILS, ALBEIT A RICHLY CONCISE ONE, OR THE EMAILS THEMSELVES PLUS A LIST OF YOUR MESSAGES, STILL RICH AND CONCISE?

IN GMAIL, YOU CAN HAVE BOTH; YOU CAN EVEN PICK WHETHER YOU WANT THE MESSAGE AND LIST TO BE ARRANGED SIDE BY SIDE — IDEAL FOR WIDE BROWSER WINDOWS AND SCREENS — OR ON TOP OF EACH OTHER — IDEAL FOR WIDE EMAILS AND NARROW SCREENS.

ADD A PREVIEW PANE TO GMAIL

TO READ MESSAGES USING A PREVIEW PANE IN GMAIL:

- MAKE SURE PREVIEW PANE IS ENABLED IN GMAIL LABS (SEE BELOW).
- CLICK THE TOGGLE SPLİT PANE MODE BUTTON IN YOUR GMAIL INBOX.
  - THE TOGGLE SPLİT PANE MODE BUTTON SHOULD BE TO THE VERY RIGHT OF THE TOOLBAR THAT ALSO INCLUDES THE ARCHIVE, SPAM AND DELETE DELETE BUTTONS, FOR INSTANCE.
- NOW SELECT ANY MESSAGE IN THE LIST TO VIEW IT IN THE PREVIEW PANE.
  YOU CAN CLICK ON THE MESSAGE OR HIGHLIGHT IT WITH THE BLACK TRIANGULAR ARROW (USE J AND K TO POSITION IT) AND PRESS O.

SET UP THE GMAIL PREVIEW PANE FOR WIDESCREEN OR TRADITIONAL LAYOUT

TO TOGGLE BETWEEN A VERTICAL SPLİT THAT WORKS NICELY WITH A WIDE BROWSER WINDOW AND A HORIZONTAL SPLİT FOR THE GMAIL PREVIEW PANE THAT AFFORDS MORE WIDTH TO THE MESSAGE TEXT:

- CLICK THE DOWN ARROW NEXT TO THE TOGGLE SPLİT PANE MODE BUTTON IN YOUR GMAIL INBOX.
- SELECT
  - VERTICAL SPLİT FROM THE MENU THAT COMES UP FOR A WIDESCREEN AND
  - HORIZONTAL SPLİT FOR A TRADITIONAL LAYOUT.

ENABLE "PREVIEW PANE" IN GMAIL LABS

- CLICK THE GEAR IN GMAIL’S TOP RIGHT CORNER.
- SELECT MAIL SETTINGS FROM THE MENU.
- GO TO THE LABS CATEGORY.
- TYPE "PREVIEW PANE" UNDER SEARCH FOR A LAB:
  - YOU DON’T HAVE TO FINISH THE WORDS TO LOCATE THE OPTION.
- MAKE SURE ENABLE IS SELECTED UNDER PREVIEW PANE.
- CLICK SAVE CHANGES.
HOW TO DECK OUT GMAIL IN COLORFUL AND RICH THEMES
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

IS BLUE, WELL, GIVING YOU THE BLUES? DO YOU REPAINT YOUR ROOMS ONCE IN A WHILE AND RE-ARRANGE THE FURNITURE NOW AND THEN?

CHANGE CAN BE STIMULATING, AND IN GMAIL, YOU CAN MAKE THE INTERFACE ALMOST AS INTERESTING AS THE EMAILS IT HOLDS — OR STAND BACK IN NOBLE UTILITY. YOU CAN RE-ARRANGE THE FURNITURE AND COLORS EASILY WHENEVER YOU LIKE.

DECK OUT GMAIL IN COLORFUL AND RICH THEMES

TO DRESS GMAIL IN DIFFERENT COLORS OR APPLY AN IMAGE-RICH THEME:
• Go to Settings in GMAIL.
• Now go to the Themes category.
• Click the desired GMAIL theme.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN GMAIL INTERFACE COLORS

TO APPLY YOUR OWN COLOR COMBINATION TO GMAIL:
• Follow the Settings link in GMAIL.
• Go to the Themes tab.
• Click Choose your own colors.
• For each interface element:
  • Hover over the area to be colored with the mouse.
  • Click the down arrow button.
  • Select the desired color or colors.
• Click Save.

HOW TO INSERT GRAPHICAL EMOTICONS IN YOUR GMAIL MESSAGES
BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

THE UNWANTED EMOTIONS AND UNWELCOME FEELINGS: NOTHING’S AMISS IF THEY ARE BLACK AND WHITE AND SMALL AND PLAIN.

THE HAPPY GLEE AND LOVING SPARK, HOWEVER: THEY SHOULD NOT LACK COLOR AND DEPTH AND MOTION AND VERVE.
IN GMAIL, YOU CAN TYPE STANDARD TEXT SMILEYS (SAY, :-|), OF COURSE. YOU CAN ALSO INSERT GRAPHICAL EMOTICONS, HOWEVER, AND SELECT FROM QUITE LARGE AN ASSORTMENT OF COLORFUL SMILEYS, SOME OF THEM ANIMATED EVEN.
Insert Graphical Emoticons in Your Gmail Messages

To add a colorful and possibly animated image emoticon in an email with Gmail:

- Make sure your email uses rich text formatting.
- If you cannot see a formatting toolbar above the message body, click Rich formatting ».
- Position the text cursor where you want to insert the smiley.
- Click the Insert Emoticon button in the formatting toolbar (it sports a rectangular smiling face).
- Now click the desired smiley to insert it.
- You can switch between square and round faces using the tabs at the bottom.
- Gmail can remember the smiley you've used and keep them in an extra tab for quick access. See below.

You can highlight and move or copy graphical smileys just like text.

Note that the graphical smileys will not be represented by corresponding text smileys (such as :-) ) in the plain text alternative of your message. In their place, [?] will appear.

Have Gmail Remember the Emoticons You Used Most Recently

To make Gmail remember your most recently used smileys and put them in an extra toolbar for fast access:

- Select Settings in Gmail.
- Open the Labs tab.
- Make sure Enable is selected for Recently Used Emoji.
- Click Save Changes.

Add Emoji to the Gmail Emoticon Mix

To add tabs for Japanese emoji emoticons to Gmail's smiley makeup:

- Follow the Settings link in Gmail.
- Go to the Labs tab.
- Make sure Enable is selected for Extra Emoji.
- Click Save Changes.

How to Manage Your Tasks in Gmail

By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

You have Gmail open all day long and night? Next to it, you have a powerful task manager that you use for simple lists, and you wish you could link from to-do items to relevant emails?

Why not put the task list inside Gmail, always visible alongside your messages or slid elegantly out of the way? In Gmail Tasks, it's easy to create to-do items from emails, too, and you can have multiple lists as well as nested tasks.

Manage Your Tasks in Gmail

To open Gmail tasks:
• Click Tasks in the left navigation bar or
• Press G followed immediately by K (think "Task").

To create a new task:
• Click in an empty area in Tasks and start typing.
You can also create a task linked to an email and make tasks sub-tasks of other tasks. To organize
your tasks further, Gmail lets you set up multiple lists.

To complete a task:
• Click the empty check mark box.

To delete a task:
• Click anywhere in the task.
• Now click the Delete task icon at the Tasks list's bottom.

How to Mark Mail Important for Priority Inbox
in Gmail
By Heinz Tschabitscher, About.com Guide

You can open messages, reply and chat with certain people, for example, to show Gmail what emails
are important to you. There's also a more direct way to mark individual messages as important
however, or to correct Gmail if it has put something in your Priority Inbox by mistake.

Mark Mail Important for Priority Inbox in Gmail

To tell Gmail a message or conversation is important (so it will give similar emails priority
automatically in the future):
• Open the conversation or, to mark multiple conversations, make sure all are checked.
• Press = (or + — Shift+= on a U.S. keyboard).
  • You can also click the Mark as important button; it shows a tag with a "+" sign.

In Gmail mobile, you cannot currently mark messages as important.

Mark Mail Important Via IMAP

To mark a message as important if you access your Gmail account in an email program or service
through IMAP:
• Copy the message or messages to the [Gmail]/Important folder.

Mark Mail Not Important for Priority Inbox in Gmail

To mark a message from your Gmail Priority Inbox unimportant:
• Open the email, or to act on more than one, make sure all the conversations you want to mark
  are checked.
• Press - (minus).
  • You can also click the Mark as not important button; it displays a tag with a "-" sign.
IN GMAIL MOBILE, YOU CANNOT CURRENTLY CHANGE AN EMAIL’S IMPORTANCE.

MARK MAIL NOT IMPORTANT VIA IMAP

TO MARK AN EMAIL NOT IMPORTANT IF YOU ACCESS GMAIL IN AN EMAIL PROGRAM VIA IMAP:
- DELETE THE MESSAGE FROM THE [GMAIL]/IMPORTANT FOLDER.
- MAKE SURE DELETING DOES NOT MOVE THE MESSAGE TO THE GMAIL TRASH, WHICH WOULD DELETE IT ALTOGETHER. YOU CAN ALSO MOVE THE EMAIL TO THE INBOX OR [GMAIL]/ALL MAILFOLDERS TO AVOID THAT.

HOW TO MARK MESSAGES USING STARS IN GMAIL

BY HEINZ TSCHABITSCHER, ABOUT.COM GUIDE

SURE, YOU CAN SET UP A LABEL CALLED "STARRED" IN GMAIL; AND ONE CALLED "TO DO" WITH A CORRESPONDING "DONE" LABEL FOR YOUR COLLABORATORS.

SPARE THE LABELS FOR PROJECTS AND RECIPES, THOUGH. GMAIL HAS STARS BUILT IN, AND THEY ARE EASILY ASSIGNED WITH CLICK OR KEY. YOU CAN EVEN CUSTOMIZE STARS TO YOUR LIKING — TO ADD A RED EXCLAMATION MARK AND A GREEN DONE TICK, FOR EXAMPLE.

MARK MESSAGES USING STARS IN GMAIL

TO MARK AN EMAIL FOR LATER IN GMAIL:
- CLICK THE STAR OUTLINE NEXT TO THE MESSAGE (EITHER WHEN IT IS OPEN OR IN THE MESSAGE LIST).
- CLICK AGAIN TO REMOVE THE STAR OR CYCLE THROUGH MULTIPLE STARS (SEE BELOW).
- YOU CAN ALSO PRESS S TO ADD AND REMOVE STARS.

CONFIGURE CUSTOM STARS IN GMAIL

TO ADD SET UP CUSTOM STARS (THROUGH WHICH YOU CAN CYCLE BY CLICKING THE STAR REPEATEDLY) IN GMAIL:
- CLICK THE GEAR IN YOUR GMAIL’S TOP RIGHT CORNER.
- SELECT MAIL SETTINGS FROM THE MENU.
- GO TO THE GENERAL CATEGORY.
- UNDER STARS:, DRAG AND DROP THE STARS TO LINE UP THE DESIRED STARS IN YOUR FAVORITE ORDER AFTER IN USE:.
- OF COURSE, YOU CAN ALSO USE STARS: TO REPLACE THE STANDARD YELLOW STAR WITH THE RED EXCLAMATION MARK SIGN, FOR EXAMPLE. ARRANGE THE STARS SO THAT JUST THE LATTER SHOWS UP UNDER IN USE:.
- CLICK SAVE CHANGES.

YOU CAN SEARCH FOR MESSAGES BEARING ANY OF THE EXTRA MARKERS.